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ForwardKeys’ data solution for DMOs
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INTRODUCING: DESTINATION GATEWAY

With destination marketing organisations (DMOs) increasingly considering the social, economic and

environmental impact of tourism on their destinations, there is a growing need in the industry for relevant,

reliable and frequently refreshed data.

Yet the resultant proliferation of data and abundance of datasets make it difficult for DMOs to know which key

performance indicators to focus on.

ForwardKeys’ Destination Gateway directly responds to the needs of tourism organisations by combining all the

information they need within one product, ready to be accessed and analysed by any member of a company.

The easy-to-use dashboard offers clear visualisations and simple filters, allowing 

you to work efficiently on your destination’s marketing plan, air connectivity and 

traveller performance.
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YOUR ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR DATA AND ANALYTICS

Based on ForwardKeys’ ‘data smarts’ principle, Destination Gateway combines all the information that DMOs

need to support decision-making and planning in one easy-to-use platform.

Data is readily accessible to any member within a tourism organisation, facilitating analysis by the user

regardless of their level of data literacy. This means that even companies without a dedicated research

department can benefit from actionable insights on key metrics such as passenger arrivals and air capacity.

In this way, Destination Gateway helps organisations to maximise the success of their marketing campaigns

and, just as importantly for the modern DMO, monitor and control the social, economic and environmental

impact of inbound tourism on their destination.

Find all your DMO needs in one place: Destination Gateway.

Modules

What can destination gateway do for you?

PERFORMANCE

Do you know how your destination is performing?

Understand the performance of your destination regarding specific travel audiences – including 
historical trends, current patterns and outlook.

CONNECTIVITY

How is it evolving and what are the new opportunities?

Power up your decision-making and negotiations with airlines by studying air capacity and 

supply to your destination, with a new load factors feature displaying the proportion of seats 

taken up on individual routes to a destination.

MARKETING

Do you know when and where to target travellers?

Understand your source markets’ travel behaviour and profiles to optimally prepare your 

marketing plans and campaigns.

DEMAND

Are you focusing your marketing campaigns on the right markets? 

Chart the travel demand by using flight searches, ticket sales, and recovery indexes
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ForwardKeys has partnered with numerous tourist boards to gain insight into their needs and define the most

useful KPIs to support their business. As part of our agile approach to designing products, we will keep

partnering with organisations like yours to understand how these needs are changing. Your input is key to the

future development and continuous improvement of Destination Gateway.

BUILT BY YOU, FOR YOU

DEFINED BY THE EXPERTS

Destination Gateway provides you with the right metrics to monitor your

performance, marketing and air connectivity.

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE AIRLINE DATA

Drawing on the most comprehensive air travel dataset in the market, Destination

Gateway is the ideal solution for tourism and destination-marketing organisations.

EASY TO USE

The tool is highly intuitive, enabling users with different skill sets or from different

business departments to quickly navigate and extract the information they need.

“As the global tourism industry works towards recovery and looks towards 

markets with opportunities, Forward Keys will be critical not only for accessing 

the data but also for analysing the findings and driving destinations towards 

viable source markets.”

Carol I. Lay

Business Development Director, 

Caribbean Tourism Organization
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HOW DOES DESTINATION GATEWAY WORK?

ACTUAL AIR TICKETS

In Destination Gateway, Actual Air Tickets provides insight into a destination’s performance over 

the coming months based on tickets booked with a travel date in the future (on-the-book data).

SEAT CAPACITY

Provided by OAG and enriched by ForwardKeys, Seat Capacity allows Destination Gateway users 

to analyse the available seats on direct commercial flights scheduled from/to your destination.

In a process ForwardKeys refers to as ‘data smarts’, the company gathers information from a variety of 

sources before cleaning it and applying data science, creating value-added datasets that address the 

specific requirements of DMOs.

Through these datasets, Destination Gateway allows DMOs to gauge the recovery of inbound 

flights and issued tickets to their destination, monitor load factors, gain detailed insight into trip 

profiles and more.

Gain direct access to the right information for you

TOTAL AIR MARKET

As the most comprehensive dataset of its kind in the industry, Total Air Market provides an estimate 

of total passenger traffic to a location. The dataset covers statistics from low-cost airlines as well as 

legacy carriers, with unprecedented detail on traveller profiles, journey types and more.

“UNWTO and ForwardKeys have had a strong partnership since March 2020 

when monitoring the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic worldwide became 

crucial. ForwardKeys provides the UNWTO with regular insights to help the 

team understand specific trends in the market and key regions as changes 

unfold. These are included in the UNWTO Tourism Recovery Tracker.”

Sandra Carvao Chief

Market Intelligence & Competitiveness,

UNWTO
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The forthcoming ‘product management’ feature will allow tourist boards to monitor visitors’ favoured products in 

terms of gastronomy, shopping, culture, nightlife and nature. Coupled with a service designed for pinpointing 

the whereabouts of travellers at a destination, this will help DMOs to encourage sustainable tourism by 

minimising seasonality and overcrowding.

All of this functionality and more is in the pipeline at ForwardKeys, and Destination Gateway customers can 

view the company’s progress so far via the Laboratory module. As well as enjoying a sneak peek at what 

ForwardKeys has in the works, users can contribute their own ideas by contacting 

destinationgateway@forwardkeys.com. 

We look forward to hearing your thoughts!

AND NOW INTRODUCING… FORWARDKEYS’ LABORATORY

In a process ForwardKeys refers to as ‘data smarts’, the company gathers information from a variety of sources 

before cleaning it and applying data science, creating value-added datasets that address the specific 

requirements of DMOs.

ForwardKeys is constantly working to improve its offering to DMOs by making more metrics easily accessible to 

them through Destination Gateway.

Examples of where tourism organisations require greater insight and where ForwardKeys is developing new 

functionality include the profiling of travellers by age, holiday preferences and purchasing power – knowledge 

of which helps DMOs to target the right kind of tourists.

Gastronomy

Shopping

Culture

Nightlife

Nature

mailto:destinationgateway@forwardkeys.com
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PREDICTING

TRAVELLERS’

IMPACT

CONTACT US

View our latest analysis at 

www.forwardkeys.com

https://forwardkeys.com/contact-us/
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